One Family Residential (Chapter 14.10): Principal

Minimum lot size varies according to include agricultural pursuits, unrestricted animal sub-zone: A1.5 ~ 5 Acres

pedestrian friendly, mixed-use environment that is

districts. It provides a mixture of retail commercial,
zone is a transitional zone between industrial areas
streets which will accommodate offices for doctors,
encouraged through use of the PRO zone.

Typical permitted uses in this zone are apartments,
residential character in areas located in downtown,
blended with existing 1-2 family dwellings.

ports/garages, on individual lots or attached one

A zone intended to provide an attractive setting for

activities, such as convenience retail and service

Community Shopping Center (Chapter 14.19): The

zoning measures while more comprehensive transit

established to provide areas for location of facilities

conventional manufacturing zone, but conducive to

manufacturing, and extractive uses may be located